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AB: The article focuses on the role of social technology in the Russian electoral process. On this basis, the author provides answers to more general questions concerning whether it is possible in the Russian context to combine social stability and informative political communication, whether a conflict-free processing of objective information is possible, whether political communication can extricate itself from self-referential isolation around the issue of social unity and to address the real challenges facing society, and whether the authorities can transition from motive-integrative social technologies to object-information technologies.
Communication theory: from motiveive solidarity to informative descriptions

In this article, a specific example from the electoral process in Russia will be used to reconstruct the social technologies for avoiding objective descriptions in the political and media sphere. The theory of communicative systems developed by a number of foreign researchers, in particular N. Luhmann and J. Habermas, will serve as the theoretical foundation of the present study of several social technologies present in the electoral process. From this kind of “high theory” a mid-range theory can be derived—a theory of communicative media. On the one hand, this relates to the proliferation of different forms of communication (print, electronic media, etc.), and on the other hand, extends to generalized symbolic communicative success (truth, power, money, faith, property, etc.).

These approaches serve as explanation of real functioning social technologies, which in and of themselves are not developed by theorists, but rather by enlightened members of the ruling class who are familiar with the mechanisms of the formation of public opinion and